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Winter 
wedding
looks No dress code on the invitation? No problem. The 

coolness of autumn and winter invite the use of a 
seasonal colour palette, layers and formal silhouettes. 
Although the sky is (obviously) the limit, these three 
colour-based themes — each offset with fine white 
accents and textural details — offer an excellent 
point of departure for anyone headed down the aisle 
this season.

Most importantly: confidence can ‘sell’ just about any look, so finding a fit and 

style that makes your customer feel classy and comfortable should always (of 

course) be the number-one priority. 

Keep reading for more winter wedding ideas and inspiration.

Blues: S130 double-twisted yarns in elegant, crease-resistant wool, avail-

able in one ice blue and one royal blue. Crafted here as an unconstructed 

three-piece suit with a modern spalla camicia shoulder, a white silk tie and a 

white sateen shirt with matching pocket square. For that crisp ‘snow on the 

ground, clear blue sky’ kind of feeling.
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For a bit of colour without the risk of being flashy, these burgundy, light 

taupe and sand-tinted fabrics in S130 crease-resistant wool are stunning 

for autumn and winter ceremonies.

Burgundy: your classic 

3-piece suit with a colour-

ful twist. Styled here with 

a white sateen shirt with 

matching pocket square 

and ivory silk tie.

Warm and rustic

Natural tones: a sandy coloured 

2-piece suit, woven from double-

twisted S130 wool yarns. Paired 

with a complementary ivory waist-

coat and matching accessories. 
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A distinguished look full of character and charm — that’s the allure of the 

green wedding suit.

Greenery: stand out from the crowd of 

blues and greys with a three-piece S130 

ensemble in dark green or bottle green, 

crafted from double-twisted, crease- 

resistant yarns. Finished with grey mother 

-of-pearl buttons, a white silk tie and a 

white cotton poplin shirt with matching 

pocket square.
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Greenery: a breathable, forest green  

Solaro suit you can wear year round. 

Styled here with it with a white shirt and 

black tie to finish the look. 

More green wedding suit ideas and inspiration...

Greenery: pictured here in dusty 

green and sage, in soft, light-

weight S100 wool with a slight 

shine and subtle texture. Pump 

up the formality with straight 

jet pockets and a soft shoulder, 

mother-of-pearl buttons, a white 

waistcoat and white accessories. 
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